2.1.3 Edge Mounted – Gear Type (2.1.2) – Aluminum – Grade 1

Pemko “FM” Series Full Mortise Hinges
CFM, DFM, GFM, KCFM, KDFM, KGFM, CFMSLF, DFMSLF, GFMSLF
CFMSLI, DFMSLI, CFMSF, DFMSF, CFMSLISF, DFMSLISF, CSPFM,
DSPFM, CSPFMSLF, DSPFMSLF, CSPFMSLI, DSPFMSLI, WTCFM,
WTDFM, CRS, DRS, GRS.

2.1.4 Full Surface – Gear Type (2.1.2) – Aluminum – Grade 1

Pemko “FS” Series Full Surface Hinges
CFS, DFS, GFS, CFSCP, DFSCP, GFSCP

2.1.6 Half Surface – Gear Type (2.1.2) – Aluminum – Grade 1

Pemko “HS” Series Half Surface Hinges
CHS, DHS, GHS, CHSSF, DHSSF,

2.1.8 Raised Barrel – Gear Type (2.1.2) – Aluminum – Grade 1

Pemko “FM” Series Raised Gear Hinges
CFMRG, DFMRG